LEGNA CARBON

LEGNA

COMPOSITE DECKING

95% Recycled
Materials

Investment
in your Home

Environmentallty
Responsible Design

Extensive
Warranty

LEGNA STONE
Legna composite decking has a textured deep grain - perfectly imitating natural timber grain
an ideal replacement for laboursome timber decking.
Ensuring environmentally conscious design Legna boards are made from 95% reclaimed
hardwood ﬁbres and recycled HDPE plastic which combine to create a high quality synthetic
material engineered to be low maintenance, long lasting and extremely durable. We are
conﬁdent Legna composite decking ensures quality and aesthetic but also outperforms
traditional treated timber.

PROFILE

SCAN FOR
INSTALL GUIDE

FIXING SYSTEM

T-Clips

Locking Clip

Please refer to installation guides for expansion tables. It is very important to adhere to expansion and
contraction guidance when installing any composite materials
Legna decking boards are 23mm x 138mm x 3600mm and are installed with a 5mm hidden
ﬁxing t-clip. Once installed with the t-clip the coverage of the board is 143mm.
To calculate boards per sqm;

138mm+5mm (clip)= 143mm

1000mm = 6.99 board widths
143mm

6.99 = 1.95 Boards per SQM
3.6m

The t-clip system allows boards to move freely with expansion and contraction preventing any
buckling, twisting or warping. This clip is also conveniently hidden in the grooves of the decking board so there are no visible ﬁxings through the tops of the deck. Start clips are a single
sided ﬁxing used to secure the ﬁrst and last boards.

KEY COMPONENTS
Legna Deck Board

T-Clip

23mm x 138mm x 3600mm

Box of 250
Includes screws & bit
Coverage - 13.8 SQM

Legna Flat Trim

Locking Clip

15 x 150 x 3600mm

For controlling expansion
in a particular direction.
See installation guide
for more information.

Angle Trim
42 x 42 x 2900mm

Start/Finish Clip
One every 400mm on
starting & ﬁnishing edges

COLOURS AND FINISHES

The Legna range is available in 3 different colours and has a textured deep wood grain ﬁnish
on one side and traditional decking grooves on the reverse.
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